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Interesting to look at Stem Cells! 

Engler et al, 2006 
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Towards a new picture of membrane organization 
and why we want to look at Stem Cells 

The role of an active actin cortex- 
experiments and theory 

Organization of GPI- tethered proteins at the 
cell surface- nano-scale clusters 
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The cell surface: A living information filter 



Fluid Mosaic- patchwork quilt  

6 nm Created by P. Kinnunen (University of Helsinki, 
Finland); source Edidin, Nature Reviews MCB, 2003  





Active actin membrane composite 
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principles 
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Lets’ look at Stem Cells?  

Engler et al, 2006 
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Adipocytes 

Undifferentiated cells 

Phenotypically non-differentiated cells - 

A membrane metric 
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